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Are you ready to break through your money blocks and finally make the money you deserve? In Get

Rich, Lucky Bitch, you'll unlock your hidden potential for abundance and upgrade your life forever.

Why do most women settle for pennies instead of embracing true wealth? It's not because you're

not smart or ambitious enough. You've just been programmed to block your Universal right to wealth

with guilt, shame, or embarrassment. Even if you're unaware of these blocks and fears, you're

probably not earning what you're really worth. Join Lucky Bitch author Denise Duffield-Thomas on a

journey of self-discovery so you can smash through your abundance blocks and join a posse of

women all around the world who are learning to live large and become truly lucky bitches. Are you

ready to get rich, you lucky bitch?
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I wish every person in the world would read this book. Get Rich, Lucky Bitch!: Release Your Money

Blocks and Live a First Class LifeFirst of all I haven't even finished reading the book and things are

already happening in my life. I can't put it down, the real life applications, the explanations and the

way she comes across is something I've never experienced before. I've read everything from Secret

of the Millionaire Mind by Harv Eker, Excuses BeGone by Dr. Wayne Dyer, in total nearly 50 self

help, motivational, inspirational, religious books from all the top new thought leaders and none have

broken me like this one.I've struggled since the first book to figure out how to break the meme's,

how to integrate affirmations and other exercises that will retrain my thinking and she has NAILED

IT!I honestly feel like she's my soul sister. I can relate to her, I can do the exercises while I'm



reading the book instead of reading the whole thing and then going back through. I don't feel inferior

or incapable AND it's easy to understand. Maybe it's the fact that I had the ground rules laid out first

and understood what the theory is but I can't imagine anyone not getting it. Even if it's their first Law

Of Attraction book or not.I'm going to edit this as I go along. I'm about half way through and

manifesting like a crazy woman. My life is changing little by little each day and I love it.I really hope

the world gets to know this woman. She'll be the BFF that tells it to you straight and lets you know

it's ok not to be perfect.Best part...

I purchased this book as I was interested in what the author had to say about money and its

manifestation. I'd also stumbled on her site and thought it worth further investigation.However, I was

also intrigued by her voice as it distinctly sounded like another person to me with whom I'd had an

experience with in the distant past as she scrambled to hustle her ass to six figure-dom. There were

particular signature phrases, words and themes that Duffield-Thomas was using that raised a flag

for me. It wasn't just what Duffield-Thomas was writing but how and to what end.And, bingo, my

hunch didn't let me down.Denise is piggybacking the business personality of Leonie Dawson, right

down to the last curse word. And there are a few curse words. Both girls claim it's their 'right' as

'their personality' to curse and that's fine. But it's very off putting and creates a barrier to connection,

even to those who may swear like troopers in their own time but want a more balanced and serious

approach to serious matters such as money. Do they care? Well no. I wouldn't be at all surprised if

most of the five star reviewers were from Dawson's little cult...um..I mean Academy. The likeness is

so striking it's almost completely replicated. Even the Success Stories chapter at the end of the

book is completely made up of people who have attended DT's 'bootcamp' (a short online course

she runs for the astronomical and outrageous price of two thousand dollars..and rising).And what

this book says (I say 'book' as I can't really tell who actually wrote it - Thomas or Dawson) is quite

worrying. There is a reason why DT keeps saying she's not a financial adviser throughout the book.

Because her advice is dubious and not financially sound.
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